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Abstract 
The paper discuses a new fundamental result in the theory of flow networks referred to as the ‘dual network theorem for 
static flow networks’. The theorem states that the maximum throughput flow in any static network is equal to the sum of 
the capacities of the edges coming out of the source, minus the total excess flow at all excess nodes, plus the maximum 
throughput flow in the dual network. For very few imbalanced nodes in a flow network, determining the throughput flow 
in the dual network is a task significantly easier than determining the throughput flow in the original network. This creates 
the basis of a very efficient algorithm for maximising the throughput flow in a network, by maximising the throughput 
flow in its dual network. 
Consequently, a new algorithm for maximising the throughput flow in a network has been proposed. For networks with 
very few imbalanced nodes, in the case where only the maximum throughput flow is of interest, the proposed algorithm 
will outperform any classical method for determining the maximum throughput flow. 
In this paper we also raise awareness of a fundamental flaw in classical algorithms for maximising the throughput flow in 
static networks with directed edges. Despite the years of intensive research on static flow networks, the classical 
algorithms leave undesirable directed loops of flow in the optimised networks. These directed flow loops are associated 
with wastage of energy and resources and increased levels of congestion in the optimised networks. Consequently, an 
algorithm is also proposed for discovering and removing directed loops of flow in networks. 
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1 Analysis of draining algorithms for maximising the 
throughput flow in a static network 
A large number of algorithms have been proposed for solving the maximum flow problem by using a graph representation 
of the flow network. Most of this research has been focused mainly on static flow networks, where no failure of 
components is considered. Research related to static flow networks has already been comprehensively reviewed[1,2,3,11,16]. 
This research has been focused on calculating the maximum flow transmitted from sources to sinks, for static flow 
networks. Various distinct approaches for solving this problem have been proposed. 
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The first big category of methods for maximising the throughput flow in networks includes methods which start from an 
empty network and gradually saturate the edges with flow, until the whole network is fully saturated with 
flow[4,5,7,8,9,10,13,15]. Within this big category, two major sub-categories of flow maximisation algorithms can be 
distinguished. The first sub-category includes path augmentation algorithms which, at all steps, preserve the feasibility of 
the network flow until the maximum flow is attained[4,7,8]. Thus, the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm[8] is based on finding 
available flow paths and augmenting them with flow until no more augmentable flow paths can be found. An improvement 
compared to the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is the Edmonds and Karp algorithm[7], based on finding the shortest 
augmentable source-to-sink path. 
The second sub-category of methods for maximising the flow in a network with empty edges, includes the preflow-push 
algorithms, which preserve the maximum flow, until a feasible flow is attained[9,13,15]. The preflow-push algorithms 
maintain a preflow, for which the capacity constraints on the edges is honoured but the flow conservation law at the nodes 
may be violated in the followings sense: each node other than the source may contain excess flow. In other words, the sum 
of the flows that go into the node may be greater than the sum of the flows leaving the node. The algorithm works to 
convert the preflow into a feasible flow. This is done by including labels on the nodes indicating their ‘height’ with respect 
to the source node. Flow is pushed from a node with a higher height to a node with a lower height. If this cannot be done for 
a particular node, a relabeling operation is included, which increases the height of the node. Continuing this process, until 
no internal node (other than the source and the sink) has an excess flow, guarantees that the maximum throughput flow has 
been reached[14]. 
Most of the algorithms for maximizing the flow in static flow networks have polynomial time complexity. The running 
time of the algorithms for maximizing the flow in static networks however, can often be improved significantly, if the 
particular network topology is exploited directly. For planar networks for example, very efficient throughput flow 
maximisation algorithms have been designed[12]. For networks with tree topology, a very efficient algorithm for 
maximising the throughput flow can be designed, with linear worst-case running time, in the number of edges in the 
network (Todinov21). These algorithms take advantage of the planar topology and tree topology and their running time is 
superior to the running time of algorithms handling networks with arbitrary topology. 
Recently,  a principally different approach for maximising the flow in static flow networks was proposed by Dong et al.[6], 
based on the concept of starting from a fully saturated with flow network. The draining algorithm proposed in Dong et al.[6] 
starts from a network with fully saturated edges, which also includes a backward edge connecting the sink with the source. 
The algorithm drains flow from paths connecting deficit nodes and excess nodes, until all nodes become balanced and a 
maximum throughput flow is attained. In effect, the draining algorithm conducts balancing of excess and deficit nodes 
until the excess and deficit flow at the nodes disappears. The node balancing is conducted along the shortest augmentable 
paths between excess and deficit nodes.  
The definition of excess and deficit nodes given by Dong et al.[6] is as follows. For a network with edges fully saturated 
with flow, if the sum of capacities of all edges going into a node e (different from the source and the sink) is greater than 
the sum of capacities of all outgoing edges, the node is referred to as excess node. The amount of excess flow ef  at an 
excess node e is given by: 
( , ) ( , ) 0
i j
ef c i e c e j
δ δ∈ + ∈ −
= − >∑ ∑                                                               (1) 
Conversely, if the sum of capacities of all edges going into a node d (different from the source and the sink) is smaller than 
the sum of capacities of all outgoing edges, the node is referred to as deficit node. The amount of deficit flow df in the 
deficit node is: 
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( , ) ( , ) 0
i j
df c i d c d j
δ δ∈ + ∈ −
= − <∑ ∑                                                             (2) 
Finally, if the sum of capacities of all edges going into a particular node is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges going 
out of the node, the node is referred to as balanced node. The amount of excess/deficit flow at a balanced node is zero. 
Figure 1. A simple counterexample network, for which 
the draining algorithm in Dong et al.[6] produces an 
incorrect result.  
Unfortunately, the algorithm proposed in Dong et al.[6] is fundamentally flawed and, as a result, it yields suboptimal 
solutions. This can be demonstrated by the simple counterexample network from Fig.1a, which contains one deficit node 
(node 2) and one excess node (node 1). The labels on the edges of the network in Fig.1a are their flow capacities. 
According to (Dong et al.[6], the flooding network for the network in Fig.1a is the one in Fig.1b. Following the draining 
algorithm, after augmenting the flooding network in Fig.1b with 10 units flow, along the shortest path ( 's ,2,6,t,s,1, 't ), 
and subtracting the network flows from the flow capacities of the edges in Fig.1a, an incorrect value for the maximum 
throughput flow (equal to 90 flow units) is obtained (Fig.1c). However, the maximum throughput flow in the network from 
Fig.1a is 100 units, and the correct edge flows yielding this throughput flow are shown in Fig.1d. 
This simple counterexample shows that there are networks for which the draining algorithm proposed in Dong et al.[6], 
fails to determine the correct maximum throughput flow. In what follows, we show that a correct algorithm for obtaining 
the maximum throughput flow in a network whose edges are initially saturated with flow must initially include node 
balancing in the network which does not include the circulation edge (t,s). The purpose is to make the maximum possible 
redistribution of excess and deficit flow between the excess and deficit nodes, before draining the excess flow from the 
network. However, the draining algorithm proposed in Dong et al.[6], always does node balancing on a network with a 
circulation edge (t,s). This is the reason why for some networks it yields sub-optimal solutions. 
Very recently, similar work related to maximising the throughput flow in static flow networks appeared in Ursani[22], 
which exploits the concept proposed by Dong et al.[6] – maximising the throughput flow in a static flow network by starting 
from fully saturated with flow edges and performing node balancing. Despite the terms ‘dissipative flow’ and ‘dissipative 
paths’ used in Ursani[22], the described method is a modification of the draining method proposed earlier by Dong et al. 
(2009). 
In Ursani[22], an attempt has been made to provide a proof that node-balancing will always yield the maximum throughput 
flow in a static network. The presented proof hinged on proving that the minimal cut remains saturated during all 
operations involved in node balancing. Unfortunately, the proof given in Ursani[22] contains several fundamental errors 
which render it invalid. The proof was based on an equation stating that the maximum throughput flow in a network (the 
capacity of the minimal cut) is equal to the sum of the capacities of the edges going out of the source minus the sums of the 
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excess and deficit flows at the internal nodes belonging to the s-part of the minimal cut (part A in Fig.2, where the source 
s belongs). The simple counterexample network in Fig.2 shows that this statement is incorrect. 
 
Figure 2. A counterexample network showing that 
the maximum throughput flow (the capacity of the 
minimal cut) is not necessarily equal to the sum of the 
capacities of the edges going out of the source minus 
the sums of the excess and deficit flow at the excess 
and deficit nodes belonging to the s-part of the 
minimal cut (part A).  
The only imbalanced node in the s-part of the s-t cut is node 3, with 40 units excess flow. According to the classical 
Ford-Fulkerson result[8], the maximum throughput flow is equal to the capacity 200 =C  units of the minimal cut, which 
consists of the forward edge (3,4) only. 
The sum of the capacities of the edges coming out of the source s is 50 units and the excess flow at the excess node 3 is 
40+20-20=40 units. Contrary to the statement made in Ursani[22], 
0 20 50 40C = ≠ − . 
The second, fundamental error in the proof presented in Ursani[22] is that the minimal cut has not essentially been used in 
the proof. Ursani[22] stated that for the minimal s-t cut, the sum of capacities of the edges going out of the source ( , )
p
c s p∑  
minus the sum of the excess ( ief ) and deficit ( idf ) flows at the internal nodes belonging to the s-part (part A) of the 
minimal cut 
i j
i A j A
ef df
∈ ∈
+∑ ∑  is always equal to the sum of capacities of the edges going into the sink ( , )
k
c k t∑  plus the 
sums of the excess and deficit flows 
i j
i B j B
ef df
∈ ∈
+∑ ∑  in the t-part (part B) of the minimal cut.  
  ( , ) ( , )i i i i
p i A j A k i B j B
c s p ef df c k t ef df
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
   
− + = + +   
   
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                                   (3) 
Equation (3) is correct, but it is valid not only for the minimal cut; equation (3) is valid for any s-t cut in the network! An s-t 
cut, is a partition ( ,A A ) of the set V of all nodes in the flow network into two sets A  and A  ( A A∩ =∅ ; A A V∪ = ), 
in such a way, that the source s belongs to the first set and the sink t belongs to the second set ( ;s A t A∈ ∈ )[1]. 
Indeed, for any fully saturated flow network the flow conservation law necessarily holds: 
( , ) ( , ) | |i i
p k i V i V
c s p c k t ef df
∈ ∈
− = −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                                                         (4) 
Equation (4) simply states that the difference between the flow coming out of the source s and the flow going into the sink 
t is equal to the difference of the total excess flow at the excess nodes and the total deficit flow at the deficit nodes. Note 
that the deficit flows idf  at the deficit nodes are with negative sign; this is why they have been taken with their absolute 
values. Consider now an arbitrary s-t cut ( AA, ). Equation (4) can be re-written as 
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( , ) ( , ) | | | |i i i j
p k i A j A i A j A
c s p c k t ef ef df df
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
 
− = + − + 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                               (5) 
or 
( , ) | | ( , ) | |i j i j
p i A j A k j A j A
c s p ef df c k t ef df
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
 
− − = + − 
 
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                                 (6) 
When the absolute values in equation (6) are removed, equation (3) is obtained. In words, equation (3) is valid not only for 
the minimal cut but also for any s-t cut. 
Therefore, in Ursani[22], an attempt was essentially made to prove the impossible: that any s-t cut remains fully saturated 
after the node balancing operations. However, when the maximum throughput flow is set in the network, only the forward 
edges of the minimal s-t cut are fully saturated[8]. The forward edges of other s-t cuts may not necessarily be fully 
saturated. Therefore, the “proof” presented in Ursani[22] is trying to establish that at the end of the node balancing 
operations the forward edges of any s-t cut will be fully saturated which is incorrect. Hence, the proof presented in 
Ursani[22]  is invalid. 
Here, we need to point out that the node-balancing theorem as a way of maximising the throughput flow in repairable flow 
networks, has already been stated explicitly in Todinov[18,19] where the redistribution of flow along paths connecting 
excess and deficit nodes has also been used. The node-balancing theorem has also been rigorously proved in Todinov[17,21] 
and this proof is valid for both, repairable and static flow networks. 
Furthermore, in Ursani[22], a worst-case running time 2( )O m m−  has been claimed, where m is the number of edges in 
the network). Unfortunately, the complexity analysis presented in Ursani[22] is incorrect. The reason for this error was 
routed in the circumstance that the worst-case analysis in Ursani[22] has been based on a special-case simple network, with 
a linear topology. A general flow network however, rarely has a linear topology. In fact, the worst-case running time of the 
modified Dong et al[6]. algorithm, presented in Ursani[22], is no better the worst-case running time ( | * |)O m f  of the 
classical Ford-Fulkerson augmentation algorithm[8], where | * |f  is the magnitude of the maximum throughput flow. To 
see this, take a single-source single-sink flow network with directed edges, complex topology, and no deficit and excess 
internal nodes (Fig.3a). In other words, for any internal node, the sum of capacities of the ingoing edges is equal to the sum 
of capacities of the outgoing edges. Assume that the maximum throughput flow, from the source s to the sink t, in the 
empty network in Fig.3a, is the big value 
0 1C >> . Let the sum ( , )
i
c s i∑  of capacities ( , )c s i  of the edges coming out of 
the source s be equal to the maximum throughput flow 
0C  and the sum ( , )
k
c k t∑  of capacities ( , )c k t  of edges going 
into the sink t, be also equal to 
0C , 0( , ) ( , )
i k
c s i C c k t= =∑ ∑ . 
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Figure 3. a) Initial network; b) Initial network, 
transformed into a worst-case network.  
Now, let us transform the network in Fig.3a by detaching the source s and the sink t and connecting them to the rest of the 
network through edges with unit capacity (Fig.3b). After this operation, in the resultant network (Fig.3b), exactly two 
imbalanced internal nodes will appear: the deficit node ‘d’ with deficit flow 
0( 1)C− −  and the excess node ‘e’, with excess 
flow 
0 1C − . Now, according to the modified algorithm described in Ursani
[22], all edges are initially fully saturated with 
flow and the deficit and excess flow at nodes ‘d’ and ‘e’ is decreased by draining flow from feasible paths, starting at the 
deficit node d and ending at the excess node e. However, the process of draining flow from feasible paths connecting the 
deficit and excess node and draining the edges of the network in Fig.3b is the reverse of the process of maximising the 
throughput flow in the empty network in Fig.3a, by the classical Ford-Fulkerson augmentation algorithm[8]. 
The worst case running time of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm is 
0( )O mC  where 0C  is the maximum throughput flow in 
the network and m is the number of edges in the network[1]. Consequently, the worst-case running time of eliminating the 
excess and deficit flow at nodes ‘e’ and ‘d’ in the network in Fig.3b cannot possibly be better than 
0( )O mC   This 
worst-case running time is significantly worse than the claimed worst-case running time of 2( )O m m−  by Ursani[22]. With 
increasing the maximum throughput flow 
0C , the worst-case running time ( )O mC  increases significantly. 
Even if the shortest-path Edmonds and Karp algorithm were used for draining paths between excess and deficit nodes, the 
worst case running time of the modified algorithm described in Ursani[22] would not be greater than 2( )O m n  where n is 
the number of nodes in the network. This is because  2( )O m n  is the worst-case running time of the Edmonds & Karp 
algorithm[7]. Again, this worst-case running time is significantly worse than the claimed worst-case running time 
2( )O m m−  by Ursani[22]. 
Another drawback of the algorithms described in Ursani[22] and Dong et al[6] for maximising the throughput flow in a 
static network is that both algorithms have an increased tendency of leaving directed loops with parasitic flow in the 
optimised networks. These parasitic loops of flow are highly undesirable because: (i) they increase transportation costs by 
circulating commodity along closed loops unnecessarily (ii) they consume unnecessarily residual capacity from the edges 
of the network and (iii) energy is unnecessarily wasted for maintaining the directed loops of flow. For electric networks, 
directed loops of flow mean significant electrical losses and unnecessary consumption of power line capacity which leads 
to congestion and overloading of the power lines and diminishing the reliability of the grid. In computer networks, 
parasitic loops of flow consume bandwidth from the communication lines, increase unnecessarily data traffic. These lead 
ultimately to congestion and delayed data transmission which affects negatively the quality of service of the network. For 
supply networks, the existence of parasitic loops of flow means that the transportation costs are unnecessarily increased 
and energy is wasted on circulating commodity unnecessarily.  
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This drawback of the methods proposed in Dong et al.[6] and Ursani[22] can be illustrated with the network in Fig.4a, where 
the labels stand for edge capacities. 
Figure 4. a) Initial network; b) A network with a parasitic loop 
(3,2,4,3) of 10 units flow, after the throughput flow maximisation 
by the method proposed in Ursani[22]  and Dong et al.[6]; c) The 
same network, optimised by the proposed in this paper method has 
the same maximum throughput flow of 30 units, but no parasitic 
loops of flow are present.  
 
According to the method proposed in Dong et al.[6] and its modification proposed in Ursani[22], in the network from Fig.4a, 
there are no excess and deficit nodes. As a result, no flow is removed from any edge in the fully saturated with flow 
network and the resultant edge flows maximising the throughput flow are according to Fig.4b. The first number ‘c’ of the 
labels ‘c/f’ on the edges stands for the edge capacity and the second number ‘f’, stands for the actual flow along the edge. 
The maximum throughput flow of 30 units (Fig.4b) has indeed been obtained correctly, but a directed cyclic path (3,2,4,3) 
with parasitic flow of 10 units still remains in the network!  
The optimal solution has been shown in Fig.4c. where the maximum throughput flow is still 30 units but no parasitic loops 
of flow exist. Because the algorithms discussed in Ursani[22] and Dong et al.[6], have an increased tendency of leaving 
parasitic loops of flow, which are highly undesirable in any real flow network, these algorithms, in their present form, 
should not be used for optimising edge flows in static flow networks. 
If the classical Edmonds and Karp shortest-path algorithm[7] was used for maximising the throughput flow, by starting 
from a network with empty edges (Fig.4a), the shortest path (1,3,5) will be augmented first, with 20 units of flow. This 
path augmentation will be followed by augmenting the path (1,2,4,5) with 10 units of flow. The result is the network in 
Fig.4c. with a maximum throughput flow of 30 units. No parasitic loops of flow exist in the optimised network from 
Fig.4c. 
The counter-example network in Fig.5 however, reveals the same fundamental flaw also in well-established classical 
algorithms for maximising the throughput flow in networks. 
For the counter-example network in Fig.5, the Edmonds and Karp shortest-path algorithm[7] proceeds with saturating 
the shortest-path (1,2,3,13) with 10 units of flow, followed by saturating the next shortest path (1,5,6,3,4,13) with 10 units 
of flow and finally, saturating the path (1,8,9,10,11,4,2,7,12,13) with 10 units of flow. As a result, a directed flow loop 






Figure 5. A counterexample network, demonstrating that the 
classical Edmonds and Karp[7] shortest-path algorithm leaves a 
directed loop of flow (2,3,4,2) in the optimised network with 
directed  edges. All edges have a flow capacity of 10 units.  
 
In Todinov[21] it has been shown that that the push-preflow algorithms[9] for maximising the throughput flow in static 
networks also leave directed flow loops in th optimised networks. Consequently, with this paper, we raise awareness of the 
fact that classical algorithms for maximising the throughput flow in static networks with directed edges, leave highly 
undesirable directed loops of flow in the optimised networks and should not be used for optimising the edge flows without 
an extra stage aimed at identifying and removing directed loops of flow. 
 
2 The dual network theorem for static flow networks 
The analysis in Section 1 poses the important question: ‘what is the correct algorithm which exploits the concept proposed 
by Dong et al.[6] for maximising the throughput flow by starting from a network with edges fully saturated with flow. 
Here, by using ‘the maximum flow after edge failures theorem’ suggested in Todinov[17,18,19], a correct algorithm can be 
developed for determining the maximum throughput flow in a static network, whose edges are initially fully saturated with 
flow. The maximum flow after edge failures theorem applies to a network where the maximum throughput flow 
maxQ  has 
been established (for example by any of the classical algorithms for maximising the flow in a network) and in which 
several edges (i=1,2,...,K) fail simultaneously. The failed edge i is directed from node ie  to node id . (Fig.6a). The flow 
through the edges before their failures are ( , )i if e d , i=1,2,...,K.  
If the failed edge ( ie , id ) is not empty, then after the edge failure, a momentary excess flow will exist at node ie , equal to 
the flow ( , )i if e d  through the edge ( ie , id ), (Fig.6b). In other words, the sum of the flows going into node ie  will be 
greater than the sum of the flows leaving the node. This difference has been referred to as ‘excess flow’ ief  at node ie  
( , ) ( , ) 0i i i
k k
ef f k e f e k
δ δ∈ + ∈ −
= − >∑ ∑                                                           (7) 
and the node ie  has been referred to as ‘excess node’. 
Alternatively, at the other end of the failed edge ( ie , id ), at node id , deficit flow will be created, equal to the flow 
( , )i if e d  through edge ( ie , id ). The sum of the flows going into node id  is smaller than the sum of the flows leaving 
node id . The difference between the sum of the ingoing flows and the sum of the outgoing flows is negative, and is 
referred to as ‘deficit flow’ at node id : 
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( , ) ( , ) 0i i i
k k
df f k d f d k
δ δ∈ + ∈ −
= − <∑ ∑                                                       (8) 
Accordingly, node id  is referred to as a ‘deficit node’. 
It is important to note, that the definition of excess nodes and deficit nodes given in Todinov[18] (equations (7) and (8)) is 
different from the definition of excess and deficit nodes given in Dong et al.[6] (equations (1) and (2)). The definition given 
by (1) and (2) is based on the capacities of the ingoing and outgoing edges while the definition given by (7) and (8) is based 
on the actual ingoing and outgoing flows of a node. The definition given by (7) and (8) is related to networks with a 
feasible flow, for which the edge capacity constraints are fulfilled for every single edge and the flow conservation law is 
fulfilled for every single internal node. According to the definition in Todinov[18], specified by (7) and (8), excess and 
deficit flows do not exist anywhere in the network before an edge fails. Excess and deficit nodes are created only after edge 
failures. 
Let us connect all excess nodes ie  with a new source ds  by edges with capacity equal to the excess at the excess nodes. 
Similarly, let us connect all deficit nodes id  to a new sink dt by edges with capacities equal to the deficit flows at the 
deficit nodes. In this way, from the original network, a dual network is obtained, with a different source and sink (Fig. 6b). 
The maximum throughput flow in the original flow network can be obtained after augmenting d ds t−  paths in the dual 
network. The magnitude of the maximum throughput flow in the original network, after the edge failures, is specified by 
the next theorem. 
Figure 6. Re-optimising the flow in a network after failure of 
several edges.  
Theorem 1 (Maximum flow after edge failures, Todinov[17,18,19]. If maxdq  is the maximum throughput flow in the dual 
network, the maximum possible throughput flow in the original network is max
max ( , )i i d
i
Q f e d q− +∑ . 
Consider now the static network in Fig.7, whose edges are fully saturated with flow. Because the edges of the network are 
fully saturated with flow, excess and deficit nodes will exist. Suppose that nodes ie  (i=1,...,M) are excess nodes and nodes 
id  (i=1,...,N) are deficit nodes (the rest of the internal nodes are balanced nodes). The deficit and excess nodes in the 
network are defined in the sense of Dong et al.[6] (equations (1) and (2)). If imbalanced nodes are present, the network flow 
is not feasible at the start, and the purpose is to make it feasible and maximise the throughput flow, by an appropriate flow 
redistribution between excess and deficit nodes and by draining flow from the network. 
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Now let us connect all excess nodes with the sink t, by ghost edges directed to the sink, with flow capacities equal to the 
amount of excess at the excess nodes (Fig.7). Simultaneously, let us also connect all deficit nodes with the source s, by 
ghost edges directed towards the deficit nodes, with flow capacities equal to the deficit flow at the deficit nodes. This 
operation transforms the original network into a network where all internal nodes are balanced (Fig.7). The ghost edges are 
drawn by dashed lines. 
In the network in Fig.1a, there is a single excess node (node 1) with excess flow equal to 10 units and a single deficit node 
(node 2), with a deficit flow equal to 10 units (Fig.8a). Node 1 can be connected to the sink t by a ghost edge directed 
towards the sink, with a flow capacity of 10 flow units. The source s can also be connected to the deficit node 2, by a 
directed ghost edge with a flow capacity of 10 units. These operations transform the network in Fig.1a into the network in 
Fig.8a, where all internal nodes are balanced. The ghost edges in Fig.8a have been marked by dashed lines. 
Figure 7. By using ghost edges (the dashed lines), the excess and 
deficit node in any static flow network with fully saturated edges 
can be transformed into a network where all internal nodes are 
balanced.  
Figure 8. a) The network from Fig.1a, transformed by introducing 
ghost edges, so that all nodes become balanced;  b) A dual 
network of the network in Fig.8a; c) A dual network of the 
network in Fig.8a, after removing (cancelling) edges ( ,ds s ) and 
( , dt t ), characterised by the same capacity.  
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After the introduction of ghost edges, the network flow is now feasible everywhere. In other words, the flow conservation 
at the nodes and the capacity constraints of the edges are honored in the network. The maximum throughput flow max,gQ  
in the network, which includes all ghost edges, can be determined immediately – it is equal to the sum of capacities of all 
edges going into the sink. 
max, ( , ) ( , )g g
i k
Q c i t c k t= +∑ ∑                                                               (9) 
In equation (9), ( , )
i
c i t∑  is the sum of capacities of all real edges going into the sink t and ( , )g
k
c k t∑  is the sum of 
capacities of all ghost edges going into the sink t. For the network in Fig.8a for example, max, 110gQ =  units of flow. 
Considering the flow conservation in the network, the maximum throughput flow can also be presented as a sum of the 
capacities of all edges coming out of the source s, 
max, ( , ) ( , )g g
i m
Q c s i c s m= +∑ ∑                                                        (10)  
where ( , )
i
c s i∑  is the sum of capacities of all real edges coming out of the source s and ( , )g
m
c s m∑  is the sum of 
capacities of all ghost edges coming out of the source s.  
Now, suppose that all ghost edges in the network from Fig.8a ‘fail’ simultaneously. Because, by saturating all edges with 
flow, the throughput flow had essentially been maximised, the problem is now reduced to the problem handled by 
Theorem 1, for a network with a maximised throughput flow, in which several edges (the ghost edges) fail. Because the 
conditions of Theorem 1 are fulfilled, it can be applied to determine the maximum throughput flow in the network, after 
the ‘failure’ of all ghost edges. Because, removing ghost edges essentially transforms the network in Fig.8a into the 
original network from Fig.1a, applying Theorem 1 essentially determines the maximum throughput flow in the original 
network from Fig.1a. 
Following Theorem 1, a dual network is formed by connecting the excess nodes to a new source ds , and the deficit nodes 
to a new sink dt  (Fig.8b). Because the original source s is connected to all deficit nodes, there is a single edge ( ,ds s ), 
connecting the new source ds  with the original source s, whose flow capacity is equal to the sum of the deficit flows at all 
deficit nodes. Because, the original sink t is connected to all excess nodes, there is also a single edge ( , dt t ), connecting the 
original sink t with the new sink dt , whose flow capacity is equal to the sum of the excess flows at all excess nodes. 
Paths connecting the new source ds  with the new sink dt  in the dual network are augmented, until no more augmentable 
paths can be found. Suppose that maxdq  is the sum of the flows along the edges connecting the excess nodes and the new 
source ds . The quantity 
max
dq  is essentially the maximum throughput flow in the dual network. 




max ( , ) ( , ) [ ]g gi d
i k i
Q c i t c k t c q= + − −∑ ∑ ∑                                               (11) 
where gi
i
c∑  is the sum of capacities of all ghost edges. The term gi
i
c∑  however, can also be presented as: 
( , ) ( , )gi g g
i k m
c c k t c s m= +∑ ∑ ∑                                                          (12) 
where ( , )g
k
c k t∑  is the sum of capacities of all ghost edges going to the sink t and ( , )g
m
c s m∑  is the sum of capacities 
of all ghost edges coming out of the source s. Expression (12) holds because each ghost edge is either coming out of the 
source s or is going into the sink t and no ghost edge connects directly the source s and the sink t. Substituting equation (12) 
in equation (11) yields 
max
max ( , ) ( , )g d
i m
Q c i t c s m q= − +∑ ∑                                                      (13) 
for the maximum throughput flow. 
Equation 13 has been derived from the ‘maximum flow after component failures theorem’ (Theorem 1) and is, in effect a 
new fundamental result for the maximum throughput flow in a static flow network. 
If equation (10) was used as an expression for the maximum throughput flow in the network with ghost edges, the equation 
max
max ( , ) ( , ) [ ]g gi d
i m i
Q c s i c s m c q= + − −∑ ∑ ∑                                         (14) 
would be obtained from Theorem 1, which, after the substitution of equation (12), yields 
max
max ( , ) ( , )g d
i k
Q c s i c k t q= − +∑ ∑                                                    (15) 
for the maximum throughput flow maxQ . 
Equation (15) is an alternative equation for the maximum throughput flow. In equation (15), ∑
k
g tkc ),(  is the sum of 
the excess flow at all excess nodes. In equation (13), ∑
m
g msc ),(  is the sum of the deficit flow at all deficit nodes. 
The results (15) and (13) can be summarized in the next two theorems: 
Theorem 2 (dual network theorem for static flow networks) The maximum throughput flow in any static flow network is 
equal to the sum of capacities of all edges coming out of the source, minus the total excess flow at the excess nodes, plus 
the maximum throughput flow in the dual network. 
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Theorem 3 (alternative dual network theorem for static flow networks) The maximum throughput flow in any static flow 
network is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges going into the sink, minus the total deficit flow at the deficit nodes, 
plus the maximum throughput flow in the dual network. 
The dual network theorem establishes a very important link between the maximum throughput flow in a static flow 
network and the maximum throughput flow in its dual network. The dual network theorem replaces the task of determining 
the maximum throughput flow in the original network with the task of determining the maximum throughput flow in the 
dual network. In the case where there are few unbalanced nodes in the original network, determining the maximum 
throughput flow in the dual network is a task which is significantly easier than the task of determining the maximum 
throughput flow in the original network. The main reason for this important tradeoff is that the dual network is already 
saturated with flow. As a result, in case of fewer imbalanced nodes, fewer path augmentations are normally needed for 
maximising the throughput flow in the dual network. Equations 13 and 15 can be checked easily. Excluding maxdq  from 
the system of equations 13 and 15 results in 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )g g
i k i m
c s i c k t c i t c s m− = −∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                                              (16) 
which is the flow conservation law in static networks: ‘the sum of capacities of all edges coming out of the source minus 
the total excess flow at the excess nodes is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges going into the sink minus the absolute 
value of the total deficit flow at all deficit nodes’. 
Applying Theorem 2 and equation (15) to the network in Fig.8a, yields max (70 30) 10 10 100Q = + − + =  flow units 
because (the maximum throughput flow in the dual network is max 10dq = ). Applying Theorem 3 and equation (13) to the 
network in Fig.8a also yields max (60 40) 10 10 100Q = + − + =  for the maximum throughput flow. 
For static flow networks, Theorem 2 should be used for maximising the throughput flow in cases where the maximum 
throughput flow is of interest and not the actual edge flows. Such an application exists in building fast discrete-event 
simulators for determining the performance of repairable flow networks where the maximum throughput flow after a 
contingency event (e.g. edge failure) and not the edge flows are important. In future research, Theorems 2 and 3 could also 
be instrumental in proving new fundamental results about static flow networks. 
The edge flows corresponding to the maximum throughput flow in a static flow network can be determined by following 
the procedure outlined in Todinov[17]. The first stage consists of maximising the throughput flow in the dual network with 
a new source ds  and new sink dt , by augmenting the shortest feasible paths, until no more augmentable paths can be 
found. 
The second stage follows the first stage and consists of path augmentation in the dual circulation network. This is obtained 
by including a circulation (t,s) edge in the dual network, with capacity ( , )c t s , equal to the sum of capacities of the edges 
going out of the original source s or the sum of capacities of the edges going into the sink t, whichever is smaller:  
( , ) min{ ( , ); ( , )}
i k
c t s c s i c k t= ∑ ∑  
The initial edge flows with which the augmentation of the dual circulation network starts, are the edge flows obtained after 
maximising the throughput flow in the dual network. 
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The throughput flow in the as-defined dual circulation network is maximised by augmenting the shortest ds - dt paths, 
until all outgoing edges from the new source ds  are fully saturated with flow. This is always guaranteed, and a proof of 
this fact has been given in Todinov[17,21]. 
Going back to Fig.8c, because, the deficit and excess flow have been eliminated during the flow redistribution stage, all 
edges coming out of the new source ds  are fully saturated with flow and no flow augmentation in the dual circulation 
network is needed. The edge flows, corresponding to the maximum throughput flow are shown in Fig.8c. 
3 Improving the average running time of maximising the 
throughput flow in the dual network 
Theorems 2 and 3 suggest an algorithm for maximising the throughput flow in a static flow network. The average running 
time of maximising the flow in the dual network, can be improved significantly, if the two-stage algorithm proposed in 
Todinov[20] is used for this purpose. The essence of this algorithm is to augment the shortest ds - dt  paths in the dual 
network which contain only backward edges, except the first edge which comes out of the source ds  and the last edge 
which goes to the new sink dt . The path augmentation continues until no more augmentable paths with backward edges 
belonging to the original network can be found. The second stage of the algorithm includes augmenting the shortest ds - dt  
paths that may include both, forward and backward edges belonging to the original network.  
The augmentation of the shortest ds - dt  paths is a Ford-Fulkerson type of augmentation. A forward edge (i,j) is admissible 
for augmentation if ( , ) ( , )f i j c i j<  holds, where ( , )f i j  is the flow through edge (i, j) and ( , )c i j  is the capacity of 
edge (i,j). A backward edge (i,j) is admissible for augmentation if ( , ) 0f i j >  is fulfilled. The slacks 
( , ) ( , ) 0c i j f i j∆ = − ≥  characterizing the forward edges (i, j) and the absolute values of the flows | ( , ) | 0f i j∆ = ≥  
through the backward edges (i, j) are compared and the smallest value min∆  is selected. The value min∆  is the bottleneck 
residual capacity. If min 0∆ > , the flow path has a nonzero residual capacity and is admissible for augmentation. 
Saturating the flow path with flow min∆ , proceeds by increasing the flow on forward edges by min∆  
min'( , ) ( , )f i j f i j= + ∆  
and decreasing the flow on backward edges by min∆  
min'( , ) ( , )f i j f i j= −∆  
This process creates a bottleneck in the flow path: a fully saturated forward edge or an empty backward edge. The flow 
through the path can be increased by min∆  without violating the capacity constraints on the edges and the flow 
conservation law at the nodes belonging to the path. 
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Very often, the throughput flow in the dual network is found during the first stage of ds - dt  paths augmentation, which 
includes only ds - dt  paths with backward common edges with the original network. Often, there is either no need for a 
second stage or there is a need of very few augmentations of ds - dt  paths which include both backward and forward 
common edges with the original network. 
Suppose that the maximum throughput flow in the dual network is found during the first stage only (augmenting dd ts −
paths with backward edges only), or during the first stage and after augmenting few ds - dt  paths which have both 
backward and forward common edges with the original network. In this case, it can be shown that the worst-case running 
time of the algorithm is 
2( )O m , where m is the number of edges in the original network. 
Indeed, the time complexity of the algorithm determining an augmentable d ds t−  path with backward common edges 
with the original network is ( )O m  (Cormen et al.[3]). Finding the bottleneck flow (the edge with the smallest flow) and 
augmenting the flow along the path is also of time complexity ( )O m . After each augmentation of a path with backward 
edges only, at least a single bottleneck is created in the dual network – a fully saturated forward edge coming out of the 
new source ds , a fully saturated forward edge going into the new sink dt  or an empty backward edge, belonging to both 
the original network and the augmented d ds t−  path. As a result, after each augmentation of an d ds t−  path, at least a 
single bottleneck edge is essentially excluded from the dual network. Once a bottleneck edge has been excluded from the 
dual network, it is never augmented again, because there are no flow reversals along the edges, during the stage which 
involves only d ds t−  paths with backward common edges with the original network. 
As a result, after at most m+ e dn +  augmentations, where m is the number of edges in the original network and e dn +  is the 
maximum possible number of deficit and excess nodes, all d ds t−  paths with backward common edges with the original 
network, will contain a bottleneck and will no longer be augmentable. Therefore, the worst-case running time of the first 
augmentation stage is 2( )O m . The average running time will also be 2( )O m  if a second augmentation stage is 
necessary, which involves augmentation of  d ds t−  paths, with both backward and forward common edges with the 
original network, and the number of augmented d ds t−  paths does not significantly exceed the number of augmented 
d ds t−  paths in the first stage. 
Here we must point out that an essential part of the proposed algorithm is that the shortest d ds t−  paths in the dual 
network must be augmented. Otherwise, for some networks the algorithm could have unacceptably low running time. This 
can be readily demonstrated with the network shown in Fig.9, where there are four internal imbalanced nodes: the excess 
node 5, with excess flow equal to 92 10 1× − , the excess node 4, with excess flow equal to 1, the deficit node 2, with a 
deficit flow equal to –( 92 10 1× − ) and the deficit node 3 with a deficit flow equal to -1. 
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Figure 9. A slow convergence of the solution 
could be produced if arbitrary dd ts −  paths and 
not the shortest dd ts −  paths are augmented in 
the dual network.  
Initially, all edges of the network shown in Fig.9 are fully saturated with flow. Suppose that the first identified 
augmentable path in the dual network is path ( , 4,3, )d ds t , which can be augmented with 1 unit of flow. As a result, edge 
(3,4) will become empty. Suppose that the next selected augmentable path in the dual network is the augmentable path (
,5,3, 4, 2, )d ds t . This path can be augmented with the maximum possible flow of one unit. As a result, edge (3,4) will be 
fully saturated again. Now suppose that the next selected augmentable path is ( ,5, 4,3, 2, )d ds t , which is augmented with 
the maximum possible flow of one unit. If the sequence of augmentable paths ( ,5,3, 4, 2, )d ds t  and ( ,5, 4,3, 2, )d ds t  is 
repeated, there will be 92 10×  path augmentations before the dual network is fully saturated! However, if the shortest 
augmentable paths were used, after the initial augmentation of path ( , 4,3, )d ds t , the maximum throughput flow could be 
found only after 2 path augmentations. The shortest path ( ,5,3, 2,d ds t ) is augmented with the maximum possible 
910  
units flow, followed by augmenting the shortest path ( ,5, 4, 2,d ds t ) with the maximum possible flow of 
910 1−  units. 
After the saturation of the dual network, the maximum throughput flow equal to 1 will be set in the original network.  
4 Eliminating parasitic directed loops of flow 
It has been stressed in Section 1 that a correct algorithm for maximising the flow in static networks by starting from a fully 
saturated network, needs to identify and eliminate parasitic loops of flow. The procedure described in this section provides 
an algorithm for identifying and eliminating all directed loops of flow in a network with feasible flow, where the capacity 
constraints on the edges and the flow conservation law at the nodes are honoured. 
The procedure identifies directed loops in the network by using a modified depth-first search (mdfs-procedure ), whose 
algorithm in pseudo-code is given below. Nodes encountered by the mdfs-procedure are marked as visited in the array 
marked[], by the statement ‘marked[r_node]=1’. Initially all entries in the array marked[] are set to zero. Apart from the 
array marked[], another array called done[] is also maintained. Initially, all entries of the done[] array are also set zero. The 
mdfs() procedure is called with the index of the source node s as a parameter. We need to point out here that the modified 
mdfs() procedure does not scan all successors of the current node. It scans all eligible successors. A successor node i of the 
current node ‘r_node’ is eligible if:  (i) there is an edge directed from node ‘r_node’ to node ‘i’ and the edge (r_node,i) 
carries nonzero flow (there is some flow ( _ , ) 0f r node i > along the edge). If the edge (r_node,i) is empty, the 





Algorithm 1. Algorithm of the modified mdfs-procedure for discovering a directed loop in a network with directed edges 
procedure retrieve_directed_flow_loop(cur_node) 




   marked[r_node]=1; 
 
   for i=1 to all eligible successors of r_node do 
     { 
      cur_node = current eligible successor; 
       
      if(marked[cur_node]=0) then { 
                          pred[cur_node]=r_node; 
                          mdfs(cur_node); 
        } 
   else { 
    if (done[cur_node]=0) then {       pred[cur_node]=r_node; 
             retrieve_directed_flow_loop(cur_node); 
             break; 
                    } 
          } 
      } 
 
     done[r_node]=1; 
 } 
 
Statements before the call of the mdfs –procedure: 
 
for i=1 to n do {marked[i]=0; done[i]=0; pred[i]=0;} 
mdfs(1). 
A directed loop can only be discovered if both conditions are fulfilled: (i) a node ‘cur_node’ already marked as ‘visited’ 
has been encountered during the search and (ii) the call mdfs(cur_node) is still active, in other words, its activation record 
is still in the stack. After the end of the mdfs(cur_node) call, node ‘r_node’ is marked as ‘done’ by the statement 
‘done[r_node]=1’. This is why, when both ‘marked[cur_node]=1’ and ‘done[cur_node]=0’ are encountered during the 
search, a directed loop of non-zero flow has been discovered. This is subsequently retrieved by the procedure 
‘retrieve_directed_flow_loop(cur_node)’. The array pred[] records the predecessors of the visited nodes and helps retrieve 
the identified directed flow loop.  
The procedure ‘retrieve_directed_flow_loop(cur_node)’, retrieves the discovered flow loop by starting with the statement 
‘k=cur_node’ followed by a loop where the statement k=pred[k] is repeatedly executed and followed by a check whether k 
is equal to a descendent of the node ‘cur_node’. This check is used for identifying the node which closes the identified 
directed flow loop. 
After discovering the directed flow loop, the algorithm determines the edge carrying the smallest amount of flow and 
subtracts this flow from the flows of all edges belonging to the directed loop. As a result, at least one edge from the loop 
becomes empty. Once an edge becomes empty, it remains empty until the end of the procedure for removing directed flow 
loops. This loop will not be discovered again during subsequent searches with the mdfs() procedure because one of its 
edges is empty and therefore not eligible as a ‘descendent’. The empty edge essentially breaks the directed flow loop. 
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Subtracting the flow from a directed flow loop eliminates the parasitic loop without affecting the throughput flow in the 
network. 
Identifying a directed loop with the mdfs() procedure and subtracting the bottleneck flow from all of its edges, has a 
worst-case complexity O(m), where m is the number of edges in the network. Because after each flow subtraction, at least 
a single edge remains empty, after at most m steps (equal to the number of edges in the network) all flow loops will be 
removed. Consequently, the described procedure for removing all parasitic loops of flow has a worst-case running time 
2(mO ). 
Applying the procedure to the network in Fig.5 discovers the directed loop (2,3,4,2) carrying 10 units bottleneck flow. 
Subtracting this bottleneck flow from the flows of all edges belonging to the loop, eliminates the flow loop. The maximum 
throughput flow is still 30 units but no directed flow loops are present. 
5 Application of the dual network theorem for determining 
the maximum throughput in a static flow network 
The algorithm for determining the maximum flow in a static network by ‘failure’ of ghost edges can be simplified 
significantly by noticing that during the flow redistribution stage (maximising the throughput flow in the dual network), 
the source s or sink t in the original network cannot be visited by the augmented path (Fig.10a). 
Figure 10. a) Flow distribution stage in the dual network and 
b) Flow draining stage in the dual circulation network for a 
static network with imbalanced nodes.  
Indeed, suppose, that such a possibility exists. Without loss of generality, let us examine the first augmented path that 
starts from the new source ds  and at some point visits the original source s. 
In order to reach the new sink dt , the augmented path must get out of the original source s. Because, according to our 
hypotheses, this is the first augmentation path that visits the source s, all outgoing edges from the source s, except the one 
from which the source s has been visited by the augmented path, must be fully saturated with flow. There is no possibility 
of augmenting a path passing through the original source s, because no flow can be increased along any of the edges 
coming out of the source s. Similar considerations apply to the first augmented path visiting the original sink t. 
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Consequently, during the flow redistribution stage in the dual network (Fig.10a), no augmentable path can visit the source 
s or the sink t. As a result, at the end of the first stage of the algorithm, the edge connecting the new source ds  and the 
original source s and the edge connecting the original sink t and the new sink dt  will always remain empty. Therefore, the 
dual network can be simplified significantly, by ignoring the edge connecting the new source ds  and the original source s 
and the edge connecting the original sink t and the new sink dt  (Fig.10a). These are included only during the second stage 
– the draining of the dual circulation network (Fig.10b). 
During the draining stage, a circulation edge (t,s) is introduced (Fig.10b), with capacity equal to either the sum of the 
capacities of the edges coming out of the source s or the sum of capacities of all edges going into the sink t, whichever is 
smaller. By using the circulation edge (t,s), the flow can be augmented directly through the path ( ds ,s,t, dt ). If there are 
two edges ( ,ds s ) and ( , )dt t  connecting the old source with the new source and the old sink with the new sink, the edge 
with the smaller flow capacity, either edge ( ,ds s ) or edge ( , )dt t , can then be removed from the network without 
affecting the procedure. The capacity of the other edge is corrected by subtracting from it the smaller capacity of the 
removed edge. If the sum of the excess flow at the excess nodes is equal to the absolute value of the sum of the deficit flow 
at the deficit nodes, both edges ( ,ds s ) and ( , )dt t , can be removed from the network. This is exactly the case for the 
network in Fig.8b. After removing edges ( ,ds s ) and edge ( , )dt t , the resultant network is shown in Fig.8c. 
The algorithm for maximising the throughput flow in any static network has several distinct stages: 
1. Flow redistribution stage (maximises the throughput flow in the dual network, Fig.10a). If all edges coming out of 
the new source ds  are fully saturated with flow, the maximum throughput flow in the original network has been found. If 
there is at least a single edge coming out of the new source ds , which has not been fully saturated with flow, the algorithm 
continues with the next, draining stage. If only the maximum throughput flow is needed and not the edge flows, the 
algorithm ends with this stage. 
2. Draining stage. Maximises the throughput flow in the dual circulation network, until all edges coming out of the new 
source ds  are fully saturated with flow.  
3. Eliminating parasitic loops of flow. Identifies and removes parasitic loops of flow in the network with maximum 
throughput flow, by applying Algorithm 1. During this operation, the maximum throughput flow remains unaffected. 




Initial state of the network – all edges are fully saturated with flow, to their full capacity. 
All deficit nodes and excess nodes in the network are known before the start of the algorithm. 
1. Flow redistribution stage. (maximising the throughput flow in the dual network) 
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1.1. Create a dual network by linking all excess nodes with the new source ds  through edges with capacities equal to the 
amount of excess flows at the excess nodes. Similarly, all deficit nodes are linked with the new sink  dt  through edges 
with capacities equal to the absolute value of the deficit flows at the deficit nodes. 
1.2   If (there are no deficit and excess nodes) then  
       The maximum throughput flow in the network is equal to the sum of the 
       capacities of the edges coming out of the source s. Go to stage 3. 
1.3   If (there are both deficit and excess nodes) then 
        Augment the shortest ds - dt  paths in the dual network, until no more augmentable ds - dt  paths can be found.   
        Record the total amount of throughput flow maxdq  in the dual network. 
1.4 The maximum throughput flow in the original network is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges coming out of the 
source s, minus the total amount of excess flow at all excess nodes, plus the maximum throughput flow maxdq  in the dual 
network. 
      If (only the maximum throughput flow is required and not the edge flows) then Stop. 
     If (all edges coming out of the new source are fully saturated) then go to stage 3. //there is no need of a draining stage 
2. Draining stage. (maximises the throughput flow in the dual circulation network) 
2.1 Introduce a t-s circulation edge, with capacity equal to either the sum of the capacities of the edges going into the sink 
t or the sum of the capacities of the edges coming out of the source s, whichever is smaller (Fig.10b). 
Find the sum ∆  of the excess flow at the excess nodes and the deficit flow (taken with minus sign) at the deficit nodes. 
If the sum ∆  is positive ( 0∆ > ), connect the old sink t with the new sink dt , by a directed edge with capacity ∆ . If the 
sum is negative ( 0∆ < ), connect the new source ds  with the original source s by a directed edge with capacity | |∆ . 
2.2 Augment the shortest ds - dt  paths in the dual circulation network, until all edges coming out of the new source are 
fully saturated with flow and no more augmentable ds - dt  paths can be found. This is guaranteed, according to 
Todinov[17]. 
3. Eliminating the parasitic loops of flow.  
This stage proceeds according to Algorithm 1 described in Section 4. 
Note that if no deficit and excess nodes exist simultaneously, the flow redistribution stage, consisting of augmenting the 
shortest ds - dt  path in the dual network is skipped and the algorithm continues with the draining stage. 
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The proof of the maximum flow after edge failure theorem in Todinov[17] is essentially a proof of optimality for the 
proposed algorithm. This proof guarantees that the algorithm will always determine the maximum throughput flow and 
during the draining stage, a state will be reached where all edges coming out of the new source will be fully saturated with 
flow and the algorithm will terminate. 
5 Solved examples 
The work of the proposed algorithm will be illustrated by the example in Fig.11a. In the network, there is a single excess 
node (node ‘5’) and a single deficit node (node ‘8’). The excess flow at the excess node is 5 12ef = . The deficit flow at 
the deficit node is 8 9df = − . In the dual network (Fig.11b), edge ( ,5ds ) connects the new source ds  with the excess 
node ‘5’ and edge ( 8, dt ) connects the deficit node ‘8’ with the new sink dt . The capacity of connecting edge ( ,5ds ) is 
12 flow units – equal to the excess flow at node ‘5’. The capacity of connecting edge (8, dt ) is 9 units – equal to the 
absolute value of the deficit flow at node ‘8’.  
The maximum throughput flow in the dual network is attained by augmenting the shortest path ( ds ,5,6,8, dt ) with 4 units 
of flow. After this operation, there are no more augmentable paths in the dual network and the maximum throughput flow 
in the dual network is max 4dq = . 
The total excess flow at all excess nodes is 12 units. The sum of capacities of all edges coming out of the source s is 32 
units. According to Theorem 2, the maximum flow in network 7a is equal to 32-12+4=24 units. 
The edge flows corresponding to this maximum flow are obtained by following the steps of Algorithm 2. The dual 
circulation network is shown in Fig.11c. The shortest path ( ds ,5,1,12, dt ) is augmented with 3 units flow, while the next 
shortest path ( ds ,5,1,12,8, dt ) is augmented with 5 units flow. As a result, after removing the connecting edges, the excess 
and deficit flow disappear and the final state of the edge flows is given in Fig.11d. The maximum throughput flow is 
indeed 24 units. 
Finally, the stage 3 of the algorithm identifies and removes the directed flow loop (4,6,5,4) with flow of 2 units. After 
removing the directed loop of flow from the network, the final edge flows are according to Fig.11e. In this network, there 
are no more directed loops of flow. 
In the network in Fig.12a, there are two excess nodes ‘7’ and ‘10’ and a single deficit node ‘6’. The excess flow at the 
excess nodes is 7 11ef =  and 10 6ef = . The total excess flow is 7 10 17ef ef+ =  units. The deficit flow at the deficit 
node is 6 10df = − . In the dual network (Fig.12b), two edges ( ,7ds ) and ( ,10ds ) connect the new source ds  with the 
excess nodes and edge ( 6, dt ) connects the deficit node ‘6’ with the new sink dt . The capacities of the connecting edges 
are equal to the excess at the excess nodes or the absolute value of the deficit flow, at the deficit node. The dual network 
can be augmented with max 10dq =  units of flow, which is the maximum throughput flow in the dual network. The 
shortest path ( ds ,7,6, dt ) can be augmented with 8 units flow and the next shortest path ( ds ,10,9,6, dt ) can be augmented 
with 2 units of flow. As a result, node 6 becomes a balanced node. The sum of capacities of the edges coming out of the 
source s is 36 units. According to Theorem 2, the maximum flow in the network in Fig.12a is equal to 36-17+10=29 units. 
The edge flows corresponding to the maximum flow of 29 units are obtained by following the steps of the algorithm.  
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The dual circulation network is created by: (i) introducing a t-s circulation edge with capacity equal to 29 units (the sum of 
the capacities of the edges going into the sink is 29 and it is smaller than the sum of the capacities (36) of the edges going 
out of the source s), and (ii) introducing edge ( , dt t ) with capacity 7 units, equal to the sum of the total excess flow at the 
excess nodes and the total deficit flow at the deficit nodes in the original network (17 10 7− = ). 
After augmenting path ( ds , 10,5,1,11, dt ) with 4 units of flow and path ( ds , 7,2,1,11, dt ) with 3 units of flow, the excess 
flow at the excess nodes disappears and the final state of the edge flows is given in Fig.12d. The maximum throughput 
flow is indeed 29 units. There are no directed loops of flow in the network. 
Figure 11. A network with a single excess node 
and a single deficit node.  
Figure 12. A network with two excess nodes and a 




Because, there are only excess nodes after the augmentation of the dual network, the algorithm can further be simplified by 
removing the t-s circulation edge and connecting the new sink dt  directly to the old source s with an edge (1, dt ) with 
capacity equal to the sum of the total excess flow at the excess nodes and the total deficit flow at the deficit nodes (taken 
with minus sign) in (Fig.12e). Paths ( ds ,10,5,1, dt ) and ( ds ,7,2,1, dt ) are then augmented in the dual circulation network, 
until no more augmentable paths can be found. 
A similar simplification can be made if, at the end of the flow augmentation in the dual network, only deficit nodes remain. 
In this case, the circulation edge can also be removed and the new source ds  can be directly connected to the original sink 
t, through an edge with capacity equal to the absolute value of the sum of the total excess flow at the excess nodes and the 
total deficit flow at the deficit nodes in the original network. 
6 Advantages and limitations of the proposed throughput flow 
maximisation algorithm 
The proposed algorithm, based on maximising the throughput flow in the dual network, will be very efficient in networks 
where most of the nodes are well-balanced nodes, and very few excess and deficit nodes exist. In most of these cases, the 
classical algorithms for maximising the throughput flow by filling gradually an empty network, will be outperformed by 
the proposed algorithm. 
The condition of very few excess and deficit nodes is often closely matched by real production networks, for example oil 
and gas production network. Commonly, for well-designed production networks, the sum of the capacities of edges going 
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into a node is equal to the sum of capacities of the outgoing edges. As a result, most of the nodes in these networks are 
balanced nodes. 
If only excess nodes are present in the fully saturated network, the maximum throughput flow is determined immediately. 
It is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges coming out of the source s minus the total excess flow at all excess nodes. If 
only deficit nodes are present in the fully saturated network, the maximum throughput flow is also obtained immediately. 
It is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges going into the sink, minus the total deficit flow at all deficit nodes. Finally, 
if both excess and deficit nodes are present, but there is no augmentable d ds t−  path in the dual network, the maximum 
throughput flow is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges coming out of the source minus the total excess flow at all 
excess nodes. According to Theorem 3, the maximum throughput flow is also equal to the sum of capacities of all edges 
going into the sink, minus the absolute value of the total deficit flow at all deficit nodes. 
The running time of the algorithm varies significantly. In the case where the maximum throughput flow in the dual 
network is determined by augmenting a single d ds t−  path or a few d ds t−  paths, the average running time depends 
linearly in the size m of the network. Such an example will be discussed in Section 7. 
In the case where most of the nodes in the network are imbalanced nodes, the proposed algorithm will have to perform a lot 
of work to eliminate the excess and deficit flow from the imbalanced nodes. This point is illustrated by the extreme–case 
network in Fig.13, where there are many excess and deficit nodes and, in addition, the capacities of the edges connecting 
the source and the sink to the network are small. 
In this extreme case, instead of augmenting a single s-t path and terminating, the algorithm will shift unnecessarily all of 
the excess flow in the network, until it determines the throughput flow of 1 unit. 
Figure 13. An extreme-case network with 
many imbalanced nodes. Edges with unit 
capacities connect the source s and the sink 
t with the rest of the network.  
 
The ideal application of the proposed method is for reoptimising the throughput flow in repairable flow networks, where, 
upon failure of an edge, only two imbalanced nodes are formed, and in close proximity (Todinov[18]). Eliminating the 
momentary excess and deficit flow from the pair of imbalanced nodes resulting from the edge failure is often performed in 
linear time or in constant time (Todinov[17,18,19,21]. In the case of a single edge failure, the high computational speed of the 
algorithm proposed in Todinov[18] is due to the circumstance that the reoptimisation after an edge failure is done by altering 
the flows along a relatively small number of edges. In contrast, the reoptimisation by using conventional algorithms starts 
from empty edges and will proceed by altering the flows along most of the edges of the network. Furthermore, in the case 
of a single edge failure, the re-optimisation method proposed in Todinov[17,18,19] is essentially a very efficient decentralised  
algorithm that allows a network locally optimised by independent distributed agents, to achieve a global maximum of  the 
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throughput flow, after sequential edge failures. This important feature of the algorithm opens the powerful possibility of 
real-time management of the power flows in power networks with active control. 
 
7 Comparing the performance of the proposed algorithm for 
maximising the throughput flow with the performance of a 
conventional shortest-path augmentation algorithm  
To demonstrate the clear advantages of the proposed algorithm over classical algorithms, a comparison has been made. 
The comparison is only in terms of the value of the maximum throughput flow, not in terms of determining the edge flows 
leading to the maximum throughput flow. Consequently, the extra stage of the proposed algorithm, related to removing 
parasitic loops of flow, has been excluded. 
The throughput flow in the network from Fig.14, was maximised by using the classical Edmonds and Karp algorithm, 
starting from an empty network. One million runs of the Edmonds and Karp algorithm on a computer with processor 
Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU T9900 @ 3.06 GHz, took 27.9 seconds. 
The maximum throughput flow in the network from Fig.14 was also determined by running the proposed algorithm. There 
are only two imbalanced nodes in the network: the excess node 6, with 40 units excess flow and the deficit node 5, with 40 
units deficit flow. The path (6,7,5) between the excess node 6 and the deficit node 5 was augmented with 40 units. After 
the augmentation, the deficit and excess flow at nodes 6 and 5 disappears and the maximum flow is 360 units. 
Running the new optimisation algorithms one million times was done within 1.06 seconds, 26 times faster than the 
conventional algorithm. 
Increasing the size of the network, by adding more edges between the source s and nodes 6,7,5 and between the sink t and 
nodes 6,7 and 5, makes the proposed algorithm even more efficient. The algorithm will run in constant time, independent 
of the size of the network!  
Figure 14. Test network demonstrating the high 
performance of the proposed algorithm in the case of a 
very few imbalanced nodes.  
8 Conclusions 
1) In any static flow network, the maximum throughput flow is also equal to the sum of the capacities of the edges 
coming out of the source minus the total excess flow at all excess nodes plus the maximum throughput flow in the dual 
network. 
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2) In any static flow network, the maximum throughput flow is equal to the sum of capacities of all edges going into the 
sink, minus the total deficit flow at the deficit nodes, plus the maximum throughput flow in the dual network. 
 
3) For a network with a very few imbalanced nodes and fully saturated edges, instead of determining the maximum 
throughput flow, it is easier to determine the maximum throughput flow in the corresponding dual network. 
Consequently, an efficient algorithm for maximising the throughput flow in a network with edges fully saturated with 
flow has been proposed based on maximising the throughput flow in the dual network. For networks with very few 
imbalanced nodes, the proposed algorithm will outperform any classical method for maximising the throughput flow. 
4) Classical shortest-path augmentation algorithms for maximising the throughput flow leave highly undesirable 
directed loops of flow and should not be used for optimising the edge flows in a network without an additional stage 
aimed at removing directed loops of flow. 
5)  A recursive algorithm has been proposed for identifying and removing directed loops of flow in flow networks. The 
algorithm can be used as an extra stage to guarantee that no directed loops of flow are left in the optimised networks. 
6) The draining algorithm for maximising the flow in a network by starting from a network with edges fully saturated 
with flows, reported by Dong et al[6], is incorrect and leads to sub-optimal solutions. 
7) The proof of the node balancing theorem presented in Ursani[22] is fundamentally flawed. 
8) The worst-case running time of the draining algorithm reported in Ursani[22] is not 2( )O m m−  as it has been 
incorrectly claimed. The worst case running time of the reported algorithm is no better than the worst case running 
time of the Ford-Fulkerson augmentation method for determining the throughput flow in a network.  
9) The draining algorithm reported in Dong at al.[6] and its recent modification reported in Ursani[22], have an increased 
tendency to leave highly undesirable directed loops of flow in the optimised networks. Consequently, these 
algorithms should never be used for optimising network flows without an additional stage aimed at removing the 
parasitic loops of flow. 
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